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Product Code: 

LI00796 

Introduction 

Your complete classroom solution to phonics and spelling! There are 44 sounds that make 

up every spoken word in the English language. With the help of the objects included in these 

tubs, children will be able to see how a variety of different spelling patterns are used to 

represent each of these different sounds. 

Contents 

 44 ready-labelled tubs complete with objects

 Leaflet of teaching tips and ideas

 Photocopiable reference guide

 A ready-made classroom storage solution!

Target Areas 

 Speaking & Listening

 Phonemic Awareness

 Spelling

 Assessment

 Creative Writing

Each tub has three labels to help with identification: 

1. A label on the top of the lid with the initial sound and an image which represents this

2. A label on the front on the tub repeating the above information

3. A label on the inside of the lid which highlights all the different graphemes* for that

phoneme, along with a word to represent the grapheme. The list of words also works as a

checklist with the objects in the tub.

* Rare graphemes are not represented with an object in the tub, but they are listed on the bottom of the label with a word as an

example and the grapheme highlighted in a different colour.

44 Sounds and Spellings Tubs 
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Activity ideas and top tips! 

1. Phonemic Awareness: Use the items in the tubs to familiarise children with the sounds in

words. For example, sit children down with the /d/ tub, making sure everyone can see. Pull

out an object at a time saying what it is, emphasising the sound in each word as you go (eg.

this is a dog, this is a duck, this is an adder and this is a sandwich). Ask children ‘What is the

common sound in all of these objects?’.

2. Assessment: Use an object from each tub to asses which sounds children know, and

what sounds they still need to learn. Keep the selection of objects to 4 at a time. Eg. show

an ant, an eight, a hat and a horse, saying what each object is. Then ask the child ‘what

object starts with an /a/ (making the short a sound)?’; ‘what object begins with /ay/ (whilst

making the long a sound)?’; ‘which two objects begin with an h?’ and so on. Photocopy the

2-page reference sheet included in this leaflet to keep a record of each child and to monitor

progress.

3. Segment and Sound-Talk Words: Pull out an object (eg. a dog) and ask if anyone

knows what it is. When someone says the word ‘dog’, confirm they are right and then get the

group to sound-talk out the letters of the word, so d-o-g. If a child gets the name of an object

wrong, (eg. thinks the dog is a horse!) then guide them to the correct word by saying

something like ‘You’re right in that this is an animal with 4 legs. However, the one I’m

thinking of barks and begins with the /d/ sound. Does anyone know the answer?’

4. Odd One Out Game: Perfect for practice and reinforcement of sounds already

introduced. Place all of the common sound items from one tub onto a tray, with another item

that doesn’t fit. Ask children to identify the odd one out and explain why.

5. Memory Game: Use the objects as above but, after showing them all the items for a

minute or two, cover them and ask the children to tell you what was there. Uncover to check

their answers. Alternatively, ask them to write down their answers – you can then check the

graphemes (spelling choices) they have used for all the different spellings of that sound.

6. Talk for Writing Silly Story Game: Using all of the items out of one of the sound tubs,

get children to try to tell you a silly story. An example from the /ch/ tub could be: ‘The

chicken was cold, so lit a match to make a fire. Looking at his watch he saw it was time for

dinner, so sat in his chair with a nice piece of cheese!’

7. Silly Sentence Spelling Game: As in the Silly Story game above, do the same again but

get children to write down their sentences or stories, all featuring the same sound but with

the children trying to make the correct grapheme (spelling) choice each time. An example

from the long /o/ tub could be: ‘On my way home from school I saw an erupting volcano, a

big goat, a pink flamingo with a traffic cone on its head and a boy making a snowman!’
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8. Try using these fantastic objects in conjunction with TTS’s best-selling magnetic letters

and sounds! Children will be able to build the words of the objects they are looking at with

these sturdy, foam magnetic pieces, giving them a truly multisensory learning experience!

Visit www.tts-shopping.com for more details (see product codes LI00707, LI00706 and

LI00708).


